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Abstract

This paper analyses the impact of data gap in Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)

performance indicators on actual performance success of MDGs. Performance success, within

the MDG framework, is quantified using six different ways proposed in the existing literature,

including both absolute and relative performance and deviation from historical transition

paths of MDG indicators. The empirical analysis clearly shows that the data gap in perfor-

mance measurement is a significant predictor of poor MDG performance in terms of any of

the six progress measures. Larger the data gap or weaker the performance measurement sys-

tem, lesser is the probability of MDG performance success. The empirical methodology used

in the paper combines a Heckman correction and instrumental variable estimation strategies

to simultaneously account for potential endogeneity of the key data gap variable and bias

due to sample selection. This result holds true even after controlling for overall national

statistical capacity and a variety of socioeconomic factors. The paper underlines the need to

strengthen the performance measurement system attached to the 2030 Agenda for Sustain-

able Development and the associated Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This paper is

the first attempt at empirically evaluating the value of data in the context of international

development goals and gives empirical evidence for the need to harness the ‘data revolution’

for sustainable development.
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1 Introduction

‘You can’t manage what you don’t measure’

W. Edwards Deming & Peter Drucker

The Millennium declaration1, signed by 189 countries, including 147 Heads of States, marked

a watershed moment in the course of international development. The momentum generated by

the declaration resulted in the formulation of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Eight

MDGs, 21 targets and 60 associated indicators, became ensconced as the yardstick of develop-

ment within the policy parlance 2. Weiss et al. [2009] states that the MDGs were among the

most important UN ideas that changed the world. The MDGs expire in 2015 and the world has

already adopted an ambitious 2030 sustainable development agenda. The Sustainable Develop-

ment Goals (SDGs), a central component of this new agenda, comprise of larger number of goals

(17) and targets (169) and a much larger set of indicators to measure progress towards these

goals and targets 3. Discussions are currently underway on the elements of its implementation

and monitoring framework and the nature of indicators that would accompany the SDGs.

At this juncture, it is important to derive relevant lessons from the MDG implementation

experience that would help in the implementation of the 2030 agenda for sustainable develop-

ment. This chapter focuses on one specific aspect of the MDG implementation: the data avail-

ability of the performance indicator framework of MDGs. Most countries invested in developing

mechanisms to diligently report annual progress made under the MDG indicators. However, as

explained later in this chapter, considerable data gap exist within the MDG performance indica-

tors. Hence, the chapter poses the following question: how closely is the quality of performance

measurement system (proxied through data gap) of MDGs linked to actual performance ? While

there has been previous analyses highlighting the extent and nature of the data gap of MDG

indicators, to our knowledge this is the first attempt at linking the quality of MDG performance

measurement system to the actual MDG performance itself.

The chapter quantifies performance success using six different approaches to measure progress

1 A/RES/55/2
2 In 2001, originally the MDG framework contained 18 targets and 48 indicators, new targets and indicators were

added in 2007 following the discussions at the World Summit in 2005. See UN General Assembly documents
A/RES/60/1 and A/61/1 for details.

3 During the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit 2015 (25 - 27 September 2015), in New York,
the world leaders formally adopted the new 2030 agenda for sustainable development with 17 SDGs and 169
targets. See UN General Assembly resolution A/RES/70/1
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towards MDGs proposed in the existing literature. Using the MDG official database4, the data

gap that exist for most of the quantifiable MDG indicators5 within each country for the period

2000 to 2012 are identified. We use this data gap measure as a proxy for the quality of the

MDG performance measurement system. Combining an instrumental variable estimation and

heckman correction procedure, we find that controlling for other relevant parameters, the qual-

ity of the performance measurement system emerges as a significant predictor of performance

success in terms of MDGs. Higher the data gap problem or weaker the performance measure-

ment system, lesser is the probability of performance success. This provides evidence for the

age-old management principle - ‘you can’t manage what you can’t measure’. Countries were

able to tackle the goals better when they were able to measure and quantify those goals prop-

erly. Taylor [2009] notes that there are relatively limited number of empirical studies that exist

on performance measurement. Hence, this chapter also contributes to the growing empirical

literature on implications of performance measurement to actual performance.

A data revolution is currently underway, characterised by an explosion of data available from

a variety of new sources (including big data, open data initiatives, satellite imagery and so forth),

a commensurate demand for data and emergence of new applications of data. At the request of

the UN Secretary General, an Independent Expert Advisory Group (IEAG) on a Data Revolution

for Sustainable Development, submitted recommendations in a report titled ‘The World That

Counts’ [IEAG, 2014]. The report proposes ways to mobilise the data revolution for sustainable

development as we proceed to the new 2030 agenda for sustainable development. Providing

further granularity, the PARIS21’s 6 report on ‘Road Map for a Country-led Data Revolution’

[PARIS21, 2015] sets out a step-by-step action plan across four areas, namely, capacity building;

principles and standards; technology, innovation and analysis; and governance and leadership.

The results of the chapter highlight the fact that implementing the proposals of these reports

and strengthening the performance measurement system of SDGs would be a prerequisite for

the achievement of SDGs.

The next section provides a general introduction to the MDG indicator framework. Section 2

introduces the MDG framework and discusses issues associated with data availability within the

4 Available at : http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/default.aspx
5 We use 22 MDG indicators that are are quantifiable.
6 The Partnership in Statistics for Development in the 21st Century (PARIS21) promotes the better use and pro-

duction of statistics throughout the developing world. Since its establishment in 1999, PARIS21 has successfully
developed a worldwide network of statisticians, policy makers, analysts, and development practitioners commit-
ted to evidence-based decision making. source: http://www.paris21.org/about
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MDG framework. A short theoretical framework connecting the need to measure performance

with actual performance is provided in section 3. Section 4 describes the data set and the

key variables used in our analysis. Section 5 outlines the methodology used in the chapter.

Section 6 discusses the main results and associated robustness checks. Section 7 provides the

policy implications of the results, especially in the context of the 2030 agenda for sustainable

development and section 8 concludes.

2 MDG Framework

Tables 1 and 2 in the appendix list the eight MDGs and 21 targets. The goals capture the

multidimensional aspect of development and hence integrate themes such as poverty, inequality,

education, health, environment under its framework. These targets and goals were motivated

by various summits and big developmental conferences that took place in 1990’s [Melamed and

Sumner, 2011]7. This is one of the reasons behind the differences between the numerical targets

and the very nature of some of the indicators.

Some of the architects of the MDGs reveal that some of these targets were set based on

the existing trends of each of these targets before 1990 [Vandemoortele, 2005]. This helped to

bring the targets closer to reality rather than becoming overly ambitious. In any case, the MDG

framework had a profound impact on national development data collection process. Demand

for MDG monitoring has resulted in more available data, parallel data collection mechanisms,

while bringing both challenges and opportunities to national statistical capacity [Chen et al.,

2013]. The MDGs galvanized the international statistical community around a fixed set of goals

and indicators, resulting in a marked improvement in indicator availability, and a similar effort

is needed in the lead up to 2015 to ensure continued improvement in data collection, reporting,

and dissemination [Cassidy, 2014].

Aryeetey et al. [2012] finds the ‘quantified’ approach of MDG to be a major advantage of

this framework. He argues that this in turn forced an unrelenting spotlight on the need for

better data and that the crisp numerical targets underpinning most of the MDGs allow them to

be tractable at every policy level. Partly, it is this quantified approach of the MDG framework

7 This includes the World Summit for Children (1990); UN Conference on Environment and Development (1992);
World Conference on Human Rights (1993); International Conference on Population and Development (1994);
World Summit for Social Development (1995); Fourth World Conference on the Status of Women (1995); Second
UN Conference on the Status of Women (1996); World Food Summit (1996)
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that motivates this chapter.

Interestingly the MDGs were set as global goals and they were not conceptualised to be

national level goals. Hence, they were divorced from any strong understanding of potential

country-level rates of progress based on historical experience [Karver et al., 2012]. However,

during the course of implementation of MDGs, they were taken as national level targets and

performance at country level for each indicator was expected to be recorded, reported, evaluated

and discussed. Translating global targets to national level sometimes drastically altered the level

of ambitiousness of these targets. As a result, many have criticized this approach, particularly

because this generated significant pessimism and bias against developing countries, especially

in Africa, and resulted in labelling of success stories as failures [Easterly, 2009]. Even at the

country level, it has remained unclear if the MDGs were intended as average targets for each

country or a minimal target that each country was under pressure to achieve [Gauri, 2012].

Albeit this criticism, the MDGs were integrated into the national development plans and

strategies of many countries. It helped focus attention to many social development issues and

emphasized the importance of tackling multi-dimensional poverty. An UNDP survey found that

out of 118 countries, 86 per cent had adopted one or more of the goals, targets or indicators

as part of their national level objective setting. While a subset of countries had integrated the

MDGs into their policy making to a quite considerable extent, including by adapting or adding

to the goals to make them more relevant to national level issues and priorities [UNDP, 2010].

This by no means suggests that MDG framework is devoid of criticisms. Right from its

inception phase many criticized it for the opaque manner in which it was drafted, the method

of implementation and most of all in terms of its contents. Some of the main criticisms are that

it omits some key dimensions of development such as human rights [Manning, 2010], it adopts

a one-size-fits-all approach [Vandemoortele, 2009], they are unrealistically ambitious for many

countries [Easterly, 2009, Clemens et al., 2007], inadequate focus on growth or on improving

productive capacity [Chang, 2008], diversion from important issues such as global inequality

and the fact that the inter-connectedness between the goals are not recognized [Lomazzi et al.,

2014].

2.1 Problem of Data Availability in MDG framework

An unprecedented attempt was made, particularly since 2000, in collecting and bringing to-

gether data on what is happening on the ground in all aspects of development and the MDG
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framework has been one very significant stimulus for this [Manning, 2009]. However, despite

15 years of MDG implementation, there are huge data gap and data quality issues across several

indicators in many countries.

Poku and Whitman [2011] points out that the following data issues directly pertinent to the

comprehensiveness and reliability of MDG indicators were identified, shortly after its inception:

the 1990 baseline statistics were not available; the indicators were not being compiled by gov-

ernment agencies within national statistical systems; indicators may not be comparable across

countries because of differences in compilation methodologies and/or definitions; some indica-

tors may not be consistent across years because of differences in data sources; and most of the

indicators are not compiled at sub-national level. More recently, Chen et al. [2013] finds that

nearly a third of MDG indicators lack data for more than half of the countries. It is this data gap

in indicators that we explore further in the chapter.

Finally, [Chen et al., 2013] also highlights the fact that a good proportion of data points in

MDG performance has been estimated or modelled by international agencies. We take note of

this fact, specifically identify such data points and account for the same in our analysis.

2.2 Problem of Measuring MDG Performance

There have been long debates within the policy and academic circles about how to measure the

MDG performance progress. The fact that MDGs were supposed to be global goals and were

not meant to be national level goals still remains [Vandemoortele, 2014]. But we don’t enter

this strand of debate for the time being, as MDGs were and are continuously used to report

progress at the national level. Many governments diligently compiled MDG progress reports at

the national level.

Two approaches are used dominantly to measure the progress towards MDGs. The first ap-

proach is to measure performance success in terms of achieving the MDG targets. This involves

measuring if each country has achieved the targets outlined in the MDGs or are in course of

achieving these targets. This has been the approach taken by most MDG performance reports

released by national governments, the UN, the World Bank, and the ADB, perhaps due to the

simplicity and due to relatively better data availability. This approach conceptualizes MDGs as

planning targets at national, regional and global level.

The second approach is measuring MDG success based on difference in rates of progress in

the post-MDG and pre-MDG period for each of the indicator. This is the approach recommended
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by Fukuda-Parr et al. [2013] and it perceives MDGs as performance benchmarks. Based on this

approach, in 13 of the 24 indicators, 50 per cent or more of countries experienced accelerated

improvement in the post-2000 period, for 19 of the 25 indicators, half or more of the LDCs

showed overall improvement [Fukuda-Parr et al., 2013]. The main merit of this approach is

that it would help us recognize the achievements of LDCs and help avoid the criticism raised

by Easterly [2009] and Clemens et al. [2007]. It is difficult to conduct the post-MDG rate of

progress with pre-1990 trend as there are very few indicators for which pre-1990 data points

are available and those data points are significantly affected by standardisation issues and data

quality. For limited number of indicators, it is possible to obtain comparable data for 1960-1990

period. So, following Klasen and Lange [2011] we also conduct a comparison with historical

transition paths of these indicators and then analyse if MDG implementation led to deviation

from the same.

Further, some opinioned that it is important to measure both absolute and relative progress

on MDG indicators. The list of top-performers for both relative and absolute progress differed.

Countries those who made the highest absolute progress are the low-income countries, espe-

cially in Africa. The reason being that they could easily make progress in MDG targets as there

were lot of low-hanging fruits to be picked, in terms of relatively easy and inexpensive interven-

tions, that enabled to make higher absolute progress [Vandemoortele, 2009]. But most of them

fared not too well on the relative scale, as they still have substantial gaps to fill in terms of their

targets set by MDG framework. It is the middle-income countries who were able to close their

gaps to their targets faster [ODI, 2010].

In order to appropriately address these aforementioned concerns we use a variety of depen-

dent variables in our analyses. We incorporate both the above approaches in our analysis along

with few other existing methods to measure progress towards MDGs. Overall we use six differ-

ent methods to quantify MDG progress in this chapter. More details related to this may be found

in section 4.

3 Theoretical Framework

It is important to look at the theoretical linkages between performance measurement and actual

performance. As described earlier, MDGs became the popular yardstick of international devel-

opment, hence they served as performance measurement tools of international development.

Does maintaining a good performance measurement system in any way linked to actual perfor-
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mance ? This is the question we are interested to answer from a theoretical point of view in

this section. We start by exploring this linkage in a management theory perspective and then

specifically from the public policy literature, which is more relevant for the MDG context.

The core purpose of performance measurement is to enable use of information generated

in decision making purposes and eventually to better performance [Taylor, 2009, Cavalluzzo

and Ittner, 2004]. Hatry [2007] identifies program improvements to be the fundamental pur-

pose of performance measurement. Sanger [2013] argues that collecting performance data is

expected to create a virtuous circle, so that performance measurement will bolster and promote

efficient performance management, by improving how an organization accomplishes its tasks

and strives to achieve its goals. There are different routes through which performance measure-

ment influences the actual performance. For instance, Wang [2000] describes how performance

measurement could be effectively used in budgeting through analytical competency and polit-

ical support and subsequently lead to more efficient, effective, and accountable government.

Behn [2003] states that the leaders of public agencies can use performance measurement to (1)

evaluate; (2) control; (3) budget; (4) motivate; (5) promote; (6) celebrate; (7) learn; and (8)

improve.

The relevance of data and performance measurement for public policy making has also been

widely researched within the literature on evidenced-based policy making and on new public-

management. Head [2008] traces the origins of evidence based policy making and finds that

demands for efficient and effective government have fostered the need for performance infor-

mation. Schildkamp et al. [2012] explores the value of data in the educational sector in the

US and concludes (with some caveats) that data use can be effective in improving education in

terms of improving student achievement.

The ODI analysed the data gap in MDG framework in the context of the post-2015 develop-

ment agenda and states that the data gap are not a matter of theoretical imperfection and they

mean that vital knowledge that could be used to improve lives is missing [Stuart et al., 2015].

The report argues that without data certain programs (such as conditional cash transfer) are

difficult to deliver, data gap affects the accuracy of government plans and affects the allocation

efficiency of budgets. Essentially, it affects the ability of governments to fix public-policy prob-

lems as they don’t know where or what the problems are. The key aspects of governments that

require good data as summarized by the report are : a) spotting emergency policy concerns b)

informing programme design and policy choice c) forecasting d) monitoring policy implemen-

tation and evaluating impact.
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But the linkage need not be as smooth as it is postulated nor there is any guarantee that

performance measurement is used later for improving the actual performance. Halachmi [1999]

argues that although performance measurements can motivate and encourage managers and

employees to do a better job, when there is too much emphasis on it, it can backfire, replacing

genuine productivity gains with bookkeeping trickery. Taylor [2009] argues that some agencies

may use performance measures or indicators more for meeting external reporting requirements

than for achieving internal improvements. Arcand [2014] builds a theoretical model to explain

the lack of translation of performance information from impact evaluation of public policies to

evidenced based policy actions. Some empirical studies also find support for failure of theoretical

linkages. For instance Sanger [2013] hypothesized that having a more mature measurement

system might lead to efforts to manage for performance. They studied a sample of cities from

USA and tested this hypothesis and found that the empirical data did not support the hypothesis.

Several challenges exist in the effective use of performance measurement, one of the leading

challenges cited is the political and cultural factor [Newcomer, 1997, Julnes and Holzer, 2001].

The performance measurement needs to be integrated within the decision making system in-

order for it to create any real impact on performance. This requires commitment and support of

the politicians and decision makers.

In the case of MDGs, there are evidence to suggest that MDG indicators (the performance

measures) were actually integrated to a large extent within national plans, budgets and strate-

gies [UNDP, 2010]. MDGs predominantly targeted social developmental issues such as poverty,

hunger, education, health, sanitation, which are common concerns of the median voters in most

constituencies. Hence, MDG performance measurement is at least useful, a priori, in decision

making process at the national level. In the particular context of Africa, Sanga [2011] reports

that, the MDG indicators are used by a broad array of stakeholders: governments to assess pol-

icy and program options aimed at improving the well-being of the population, monitor progress

in economic management and other sectoral policies and programs; civil society (NGOs, media)

to assess opportunities, plan and take decisions and prepare reports; analysts and researchers,

especially for policy-related analysis; general citizenry to be able to hold governments account-

able; and international agencies to track progress and evaluate achievements of development

programs arising from international summits. Further, even if country governments do not give

adequate attention to these indicators, these indicators can be decisive in governing the aid flow

from donors, which in turn can affect the rate of progress in MDGs [AbouZahr et al., 2007].

Hence, based on this theoretical foundation we postulate the following hypothesis.
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H1: Efficient (inefficient) performance measurement system improves (reduces) the

probability of performance success

In other words, the extent of data gap in performance indicators will be a good predictor of

poor performance in terms of those indicators. In the following section, we proceed to test this

hypothesis using the MDG performance measurement data set.

4 Data and Key Variables

4.1 Data

We use the official MDG indicators data8 published by the UN Statistics Division to develop our

key dependent and independent variables for all countries over the period of 1990 to 2012.

Within the MDG framework, some of the targets and indicators are more specific and quan-

tified than others. For instance under the goal one, i.e., ‘Eradicate Extreme Hunger and Poverty

reducing poverty’, the target of ‘halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people whose

income is less than $1 a day’ is very specific and enables us to clearly monitor the progress of

this target. On the contrary, under the goal 7 of ‘Ensure Environmental Sustainability’, the tar-

get of ‘Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and programs

and reverse the loss of environmental resources’ is rather vague. This problem of lack of speci-

ficity is particularly a problem for Goal 8 on ‘Develop a Global Partnership for Development’,

as none of its targets or indicators allows us to generate standardized quantifiable measures of

performance. The table 3 in appendix lists the goals and targets for which there are quantifiable

indicators and a clear timeline within the MDG framework. The table 4 in the appendix provides

the list of 22 indicators associated with these quantifiable targets that are used in our analysis.

The following sub-sections describes the key variables used in our analyses.

4.2 Dependent Variables

As discussed earlier, within the existing literature various methods have been proposed to mea-

sure the MDG progress and impact of MDG. Based on these varying approaches we use six

different performance success indicators of MDG, there are discussed below.

8 Dataset is available at : http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/Default.aspx
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Relative Performance Gap : We take the gap between the level of performance indicator in

2012 and the required level of the indicator in 2015. We take the difference between these two

levels to create a performance gap variable. We then normalize this performance gap across all

countries within a specific indicator. Hence, this variable measures if the performance gap for

a certain country for a specific indicator is how many standard deviations above or below the

average performance gap.

For each indicator Xi , this performance measure will be :

[Xi,c,2015 −Xi,c,2012]−Xi

SDXi

(1)

whre Xi is the mean performance gap for the indicator and SDXi
the standard deviation.

As expected, for most indicators, the performance gaps are highest for countries in west and

central Africa due to MDGs being overly ambitious for these countries.

Absolute Rate of Performance: We take into account the actual rate of performance achieved

by country at each indicator level as an additional dependent variable. As argued by Easterly

[2009] and others, MDGs were doomed to fail in countries in Africa as they imposed over

ambitious targets to these countries. Hence these countries were faced with enormous ‘required

rate of progress’ and most likely their actual attained rates of progress was lower than this

required rate. At the same time, these countries could potentially attain high absolute rates

of performance due to several low hanging fruits. It will be interesting to map the impact of

data gap on this measure of absolute rates of progress. The top performers on this list includes

many countries in Africa and Asia, many of whom though may not achieve some of the MDGs,

nevertheless recorded remarkable progress in terms of absolute rates. However, not all countries

who faced with overly ambitious targets set out by MDG framework managed to make such high

absolute rates of progress. Usage of this variable in our regressions will allow to see how the

quality of performance measurement system (proxied through data gap) was a determining

factor of differences in rates of performance.

For each indicator Xi , the absolute rate of performance during 2000 to 2012 will be :

Xi,c,2012 −Xi,c,2000

13
(2)

Rate of Performance Dummy: This dependent variable uses the method proposed by Leo

[2010], by comparing country’s performance against required achievement trajectories for each
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of the examined MDG indicators. For example, let us say, in order to achieve the MDG target to

halve extreme poverty between 1990 and 2015, each country would need to achieve annualized

reduction rates of 2 percent (50 percent divided by 25 years) in poverty rates. We then calculate

the achieved annual rate of progress for this indicator till 2012. If the achieved rate of progress

is greater than or equal to the required rate of progress, the performance dummy will record 1,

and zero otherwise for each indicator. This approach to measuring progress of MDG is in line

with the approach used in UN Annual Millennium Development Goals Report and the World

Bank’s ‘Global Monitoring Reports’. Hence, in this chapter, we will use this variable as the key

benchmark dependent variable for which we will discuss detailed estimation results for each of

the covariate.

Dummy = 1[
∆Xi

∆Ti 1990−2012

>
∆Xi

∆Ti required

] (3)

Difference of Rate of Progress (between post and pre MDG Adoption) : We calculate difference

rate of annual progress of each MDG indicator for the period 2000-2012 (post-adoption phase)

and 1990-2000 (pre-MDG adoption phase). If this difference is positive, a dummy variable will

take the value 1. This variable helps us to measure the specific contribution of MDG approach

towards the rate of progress of each indicator. This is the method of measuring progress recom-

mended by Fukuda-Parr et al. [2013] and uses MDGs as performance benchmarks. This measure

helps us determine whether countries achieved faster pace of progress since the MDGs?

MDG_performance =
∆Xi

∆Ti post

−
∆Xi

∆Ti pre

(4)

Dummy = 1[MDG_performance ≥ 0] (5)

where,∆Xi = X2012−X2000 for post MDG phase and ∆Xi = X2000−X1990 for pre- MDG phase.

Difference in Average Annual Rate of Reduction (AARR) between post and pre MDG: Most of

the earlier measures makes the implicit assumption the efforts needed to attain the progress is

independent of the level of achievement of indicators. This need not be true and sometimes

acceleration of improvement becomes more difficult as levels of achievement increase [Fukuda-

Parr et al., 2013]. For instance, as the child mortality rates reach a lower point, the same

or greater absolute reduction becomes increasingly difficult. UNICEF therefore uses average

annual rate of reduction of these indicators, which helps to account for this fact. Let Xi,t+τ be

the measure of the indicator after τ years since the base line year t and let Xi,t be the measure
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indicator at the baseline year. r will be the AARR. We calculate the AARR for pre and post MDG

phase and use a dummy to indicate if the post MDG (2000 to 2012) AARR is greater than (or

equal to) the pre-MDG (1990-2000 time frame) rates. We calculate this performance measure

for all indicators for which the reduction in absolute measure indicates progress.

Xi,t+τ = Xi,t(1− r)τ (6)

Dummy = 1(AARRpost−2000 ≥ AARR1990−2000) (7)

Deviation from historical transition path: Klasen and Lange [2011] suggests to compare the ac-

tual MDG performance with the expected MDG performance that is extrapolated using the trend

in indicators since 1960. Klasen and Lange [2011] shows that for three MDG indicators, namely,

under-5 mortality rates, gender parity in secondary education and primary school completion

rates9 , for which comparable historical data exists, the historical transition paths of countries

follow an s-shaped (logistic) curve, which indicates that it is more difficult to bring about a

given absolute change both at high and low levels of achievement. These historical transition

paths are depicted in figures 3, 4 and 5 in the appendix. We use the historical rate of progress

β calculated by Klasen and Lange [2011] and then compare the expected level of achievement

(m̂rct+τ ) with the actual level of achievement in 2012 (mrct+τ ). The expected level of achieve-

ment is forecasted using the following relation, where, β is the rate of historical progress of each

indicator and mrc represents the historical maximum values of these indicators,

m̂rct+τ = mrc[1 +
mrc−mrct

mrcteβτ
]−1 (8)

Subsequently, a peformance index pi is then calculated based on the following formula,

which is used as a dependent variable to indicate progress towards MDGs.

pi =
mrci,t+τ −mrci,t

m̂rct+τ −mrci,t
(9)

4.3 Explanatory Variables

data gap in MDG Performance Measurement: As described earlier, the quality of performance

measurement is quantified using the data gap within each of the 22 MDG indicators at the

9 Klasen and Lange [2011] uses the ratio of gross enrollment rates to monitor progress towards gender equality,
instead of the ratio of girls to to boys in education used in the official MDG indicator list
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country level (listed in Table 4 in the appendix). We count the number of data points missing

between 2000 and 2012 for each of the 22 indicators for each country. Larger the data gap is

lower the quality of the MDG performance measurement system. Hence, this variable ranges

from 0 to 13. A value of 0 indicates there is no data gap and a value of 13 indicates there is no

data point available for the indicator for that country between 2000 and 2012. Appendix table

5 provides an overview of this data gap measure. As shown by table 5 and figure 1, for MDG

1, in 11.5 % of country-indicator pairs, less than 5 data points are missing. In 75.9 % of cases

the data gap is between 10 and 13. This suggests that, between 2000 and 2012, for quantifiable

indicators under MDG 1, almost 76 % of countries have less than 3 data points available. In

order to test for lag effects, we also calculate this measure of data gap for the period 1990-1999.

Within our regression analysis, we use the normalized measure of this variable, within each

indicator category.

Proportion of Estimated or Modeled Data: As discussed earlier, some datapoints in the MDG

indicators were estimated or modelled by the inter-agency group, especially when data points

were not available at the national level. To control for this effect we use the proportion of

available data points that are estimated or modelled for each indicator. This variable varies over

country and indicator. Graph 2 plots the proportion of estimated and modelled data per MDG.

We see that MDGs 4, 6 and 7 involves a very high proportion of Estimated or modeled data

points. We use this indicator explicitly as a covariate in the estimations and also to conduct

robustness checks of results to ensure that the estimated or modelled data points are not driving

the estimation results.

The other key control variables included in our regression analyses are sourced from the

World Bank’s World Development Indicators database. For each of these control variables, we

use average values for the period 2000-2012. The reason for using the average value for period is

that , the millennium declaration was signed in 2000 and concerted efforts to tackle these MDG

targets only after 2000 and hence we look at the average values of control variables during this

time span. These variables are included in the analyses to control for the mix of factors that

affect the likelihood of MDG performance success.

Statistical Capacity : We need to ensure that the data gap variable is not just capturing

the overall weakness of the statistical capacity of the country. Therefore, we explicitly use the

measure of Statistical Capacity Index of each country , provided by the World Bank as a control
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variable 10. We expect this statistical capacity indicator to positively impact the likelihood of

MDG performance success.

Electricity Access : Electricity access as a percentage of total population is used as a proxy

of infrastructure in the economy. We expect a positive link between this variable and MDG

performance.

Public spending on Education and Health : MDGs called for targeted public spending and

investment in many public goods. The public spending in education and health as percentage

of GDP are included to capture the willingness and the ability of the government to divert funds

towards MDG targets. A positive link is expected between the public spending on these crucial

sectors and the MDG performance.

Domestic Resource Availability : Tax revenue as percentage of GDP is used to measure the

resource mobilisation potential of the government.

We include other covariates such as Foreign Aid (net ODA, in billions), GNI per capita (US

$ constant 2005, in thousands), squared GNI per capita (US $ constant 2005, in billions), and

GNI growth rate, population (in billions) and the gini coefficient to measure inequality. These

variables help to control for country level socio-economic factors that affect the progress towards

MDGs.

5 Empirical Strategy

5.1 Empirical Model

We estimate the following empirical model to test hypothesis 1 proposed in our theoretical

section, which predicts that weaker performance measurement system (proxied through higher

data gap) reduces the probability of performance success.

MDG_performancec,i = β1Data_gapc,i + β2xc,i + β3xc + ǫc,i (10)

As explained earlier, we use six different dependent variables in our analyses. Hence,

MDG_performancec,i can take the form of any of the six dependent variables described in

10 The Statistical Capacity Indicator is a composite score assessing the capacity of a country’s statistical system. It is
based on a diagnostic framework assessing the following areas: methodology; data sources; and periodicity and
timeliness. Countries are scored against 25 criteria in these areas, using publicly available information and/or
country input. The overall Statistical Capacity score is then calculated as a simple average of all three area scores
on a scale of 0-100. Source : WDI Data Base, the World Bank
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the previous section. Data_gapc,i is the crucial explanatory variable. Based on the hypothesis

1 discussed in the theoretical section, β1 is expected to be negative and significant when the

dependent variable is the rate of actual performance or a dummy that indicates performance

success. β1 is expected to be positive and significant when the dependent variable measure gaps

in performance.

In order to correct for the potential endogeneity bias created by the measurement error as

well as presence of omitted variables in ǫc,i that are potentially correlated with the Data_gapc,i

we adopt an instrumental variable strategy, using a set of instrumental variables (z).

Data_gapc,i = βzz ++vc,i (11)

The country-indicator pairs that have high data gap have a higher probability of being ex-

cluded from our sample. To correct for this selection bias the chapter uses Heckman’s two-stage

approach [Heckman, 1976] using an exogenous variable (δ) that determines selection.

Selection = 1(βδδ ++wc,i) (12)

We combine the Heckman correction procedure with IV 2sls in the following manner. In

the case of continuous dependent variable (such as absolute and relative MDG performance

gap) we adopt the strategy explained in Woolridge [2010]. As the first stage, we estimate

the selection equation using all available exogenous variables (z, δ , xc and xc,i ) and then

obtain the inverse mills ratio (IMR). In the second stage the entire set of exogenous variables

are used as instruments, including the IMR, in the IV 2sls estimation. A t- test is conducted

on the significance of t-statistics of IMR in the second stage, if the t-statistic is found to be

statistically significant then appropriate standard error correction is employed for correcting for

the generated regressor problem using bootstrapped standard errors (see Woolridge [2010] for

more details).

In the case of binary dependent variable (such as rate of performance dummy), we adopt a

two step approach mentioned in Lahiri and Schmidt [1978]. Firstly, we estimate the reduced-

form model for the Data gap variable (endogenous) by maximum-likelihood (ML) probit and

obtain its predictions, secondly, we use the predictions from the first step to substitute as a

covariate in the heckman probit ML estimation and apply the appropriate Murphy-Topel (2002)
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standard error correction [Murphy and Topel., 2002, Muro et al., 2010]. 11

Further details on the exact instrumental variables and exclusion restrictions used are pro-

vided in section 6.2

6 Empirical Estimation

6.1 Preliminary Results

Firstly, we need to choose between the panel data specification and a pooled cross-section model.

We can treat each country as the panel unit and each MDG indicator as the second panel dimen-

sion. In order to test between fixed effects and random effects. The hausman test rejected the

fixed effects model in favour of the random effects model. The likelihood ratio test subsequently

supported the use of pooled model over random effects model. In all specifications the data

gap variable negatively impacts the likelihood of MDG performance success. However, the like-

lihood ratio test rejects the panel data random effects model and shows that it suffices to run

a pooled cross-section models. Hence, we proceed with the rest of the analysis using a pooled

cross-section data set up 12.

Table 7 in the appendix gives the estimation results for all six measures of MDG progress

for the pooled model. As postulated by H1, we find that data gap in performance measurement

reduces the probability of MDG performance success and is statistically significant in almost all

specifications. The preliminary estimations show that data gap increases the performance gap,

reduces the absolute rate of progress in the post 2000 period, reduces the probability of the rate

of performance to be greater than pre-MDG period and reduces the performance index based on

deviations from historical transition paths.

Table 8 gives the detailed estimation results for the specification using performance dummy

which compares the achieved rate of performance to the required rate of performance needed

to achieve MDGs, including the coefficients of all covariates. As discussed earlier, in the existing

literature this has been the most prominent dependent variable and hence we will use this

variable as the benchmark dependent variable in our analysis. The marginal effect of the final

specification (vi) implies that one point increase in data gap reduces the probability of MDG

performance success by .016 percentage points. Better infrastructure (measured by electricity

11 We carry out this estimation in Stata using the codes provided in Muro et al. [2010]
12 See the discussions in section 6.4 for some of the potential issues in the panel estimations.
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access) increases the probability of MDG performance success. Higher public spending in social

sectors, higher GNI per capita growth rates also becomes statistically significant determining

factors of MDG performance success.

6.2 Correcting Endogeneity and Selection Bias

The regression model could potentially be affected by selection bias. The country-indicator

pairs that have high data gap have a higher probability of being excluded from our sample. For

instance, out of the total 5149, country-indicator pairs in our sample, 1846 pairs have full data

gap, that means they do not have any observations for the period of 2000 to 2012. Hence, this

could lead to the problem of selection bias in our estimation as countries with very high data

gap problem will drop out of the estimated sample. In other words, countries with less data

gap have a higher probability for being selected into the sample. This could potentially bias

the coefficient of data gap measure upwards or it will be less negative compared to the true

parameter value (in cases when we hypothesize the coefficient to be negative).

We correct for this selection bias using a Heckman procedure [Heckman, 1976]. Those

indicators for which baseline data is unavailable has a higher probability of being excluded from

the sample. For MDG indicators the baseline data was set for the year 1990. We use this measure

of baseline data availability to define the exclusion restriction for the first stage of the Heckman

procedure. 13

The second source of bias in our estimations can arise from the potential endogeneity of the

Data gap variable. It can be potentially be endogenous due to omitted variables present in the

error term or due to measurement error. For instance, there could be unobserved heterogeneity

of institutional factors of each country that might affect MDG performance as well as the decision

of countries to measure and report MDG performance (captured by the data gap variable). Also,

measurement error of the data gap measure could be a potential source of bias. A suitable

instrumental variable (IV) and an IV 2-stage least squares (2sls) estimation can correct for this

potential endogeneity bias.

The data gap in MDG indicators for the period 1990-2000 provides a suitable instrumental

variable for the post-2000 data gap. We expect this IV to be positively related to the post-2000

13 In the case of limited dependent variables, these estimations can be implemented using the heckprob package
in STATA. The normal Heckman procedure is a two step-procedure, with the inverse mills ratio obtained from
the first stage selection equation inserted into the second stage. When the second stage is a non-linear probit
estimation, we need to adopt a maximum-likelihood bivariate probit estimation.
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data gap variable as a high data gap in the pre-2000 period is a good indicator of post-2000 data

gap. Since these data gap were formed before the MDGs were adopted, the unobserved attitudes

of each country toward MDGs will not be related with this IV. However, there could be doubts

if country- specific factors such as institutions might affect this proposed IV and the outcome

variable simultaneously, whereby defying the validity of the instrument. To account for this, an

instrumental variable fixed effects model is estimated in the appendix table 13. The country

fixed effects estimation will remove any bias created by country-specific omitted variables in

the error term. The results of the fixed effects estimation are broadly in line with the pooled

estimation results, except for one of the outcome variables.

Another potential instrumental variable for the data gap measure is the world average of

data gap for each indicator for 2000-2012. Some indicators might be more difficult to measure

than others and this could be a problem faced by all countries. Hence, the world average of data

gap of each indicator will be correlated with country specific data gap for each indicator. But

country specific socio-economic factors that might affect MDG performance do not affect this

world average directly. This variable provides additional robustness check of our results. The

results of the IV 2sls estimation using this IV is presented in the appendix table 14. The results

are in line with the main results discussed below.

Table 9 provides the instrumental variable estimation results for all six dependent variables.

We find that once corrected for endogeneity bias, data gap remains a strong determining factor

that reduces the probability of performance success and increases the performance gap in terms

of MDG indicators. Hence, those countries who were able to efficiently monitor the performance

of MDG indicators (less data gap) have a higher absolute rate of progress in terms of MDG

indicators, higher probability that their rate of progress of indicators exceed the rate required

to achieve the MDGs, higher probability that their post-2000 rates of progress exceed their pre-

2000 rates of progress and finally, that they record a higher rate of progress than that dictated

by historical transition paths in indicators.

Table 10 provides the summary of the results for the estimations that combines the heck-

man correction procedure with IV 2sls, as explained earlier in the empirical model section. As

predicted by the theoretical section, we find that, after simultaneously correcting for the selec-

tion bias and endogeneity bias, the coefficient of the Data gap variable is significant and the

magnitude has increased in all models compared to preliminary results.

Table 11 gives the full estimation results, including all covariates, heckman slection equation

and the IV first stage results, for the case when we use our key dependent variable of perfor-
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mance success dummy14. We find that after correcting for selection bias and endogeneity the

data gap in performance measurement remain a statistically significant predictor of performance

failures. Higher is the data gap lower is the probability of MDG performance success and higher

is the relative performance gap. The marginal effect of Heckman probit estimation implies that

one point increase in data gap reduces the probability of MDG performance success (measured

by the fact if rate of achieved progress of indicator is higher than or equal to the rate of progress

required to achieve MDGs) by 2 percentage points. The significance levels of some other co-

variates have differed in Heckman-probit estimation, compared to the ordinary estimation. But

broadly the results remain same and are discussed below.

The Statistical Capacity of the country seems to positively impact the likelihood of MDG per-

formance success. The national statistical capacity is crucial for evidence based policy making.

However, it is also interesting note that even after controlling for the overall statistical capac-

ity explicitly, the data gap variable remains statistically significant and negatively impacts the

likelihood of MDG success. The implication of this result underscores the relevance of targeted

performance measurement system oriented at specific development agendas. It doesn’t suffice to

make data available in the form of national level census or household survey but this data need

to regularly feed into specific performance measurement systems such as the MDG indicator

framework, which later is used for performance improvement through policy actions.

Infrastructure (measured by access to electricity) variable remains a significant positive de-

terminant of MDG performance success. [IFPRI, 2006] attributes Infrastructure to be one of the

key inputs entering into the ‘production function’ of the MDGs and the achievement of many

of the MDG targets, from poverty reduction to environmental sustainability targets. Our results

provide evidence to this fact.

Interestingly, the GNI per capita variable shows a non-linear relationship (albeit not signif-

icant statistically). This can be explained as follows, the upper low-income and lower-middle

income countries have MDG targets which are quite ambitious and it is difficult to be in track to

achieve these targets. However, for sufficiently higher income countries their higher income per

capita allows them to make progress with respect to MDGs. Hence, we observe a U-curve re-

lationship between income per capita and the MDG performance. The national income growth

rates remain a strong predictor of MDG success. This lends support the need for economic

14 Here the dependent variable is the performance success dummy, which takes the value one if the achieved rate
of performance is greater than or equal to required rate of performance needed to achieve MDGs
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growth and economic structural transformation in achievement of broader social goals.

DESA [2013] provides evidence and highlights the corrosive effects of inequality on eco-

nomic growth, poverty reduction, social and economic stability and socially-sustainable devel-

opment. The results of the estimations reveal that high income inequality reduces the likelihood

of success of MDGs. The marginal effects show that unit increase in income inequality reduces

the probability of MDG performance success by .3 percentage points.

The financial resources are key in the success of MDGs. Our results show that public expendi-

ture on social development issues (such as health and education) are positively related to MDG

performance success. The public education expenditure as percentage of GDP is statistically sig-

nificant predictor of MDG success. In addition, the domestic resource mobilisation potential (as

measured by tax revenue as percentage of GDP) and the foreign aid positively impact the MDG

performance success. This highlights the importance of financial resources in the achievement

of development frameworks such as MDGs and SDGs.

Table 12 provides similar detailed results for the case when the outcome variable is the

relative peformance gap.

6.3 Robustness Checks and Sensitivity Analysis

Robustness checks for suitability and validity of instruments were conducted. The Sargan-

Hansen test of overidentifying restrictions, did not reject the null of null hypothesis the in-

struments are valid instruments, i.e., uncorrelated with the error term, and that the excluded

instruments are correctly excluded from the estimated equation.15 The results are robust to test

for weak instruments and that of heteroskedasticity. A heteroskedasticity robust underidentifi-

cation test (Kleibergen-Paap rk LM statistic) rejects the the null hypothesis that the equation is

underidentified (in all specifications with a p-value of less than .01). The test of weak identifica-

tion (using Angrist-Pischke first-stage F statistics test and Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic) rejects

the null hypothesis of weak instruments. Durbin Wu-Hausmann and Wu-Hausman tests rejected

the exogeneity of the Data gap variable.

One of the crucial assumptions of the probit estimations (involved with three of the depen-

dent variables used ) is that of the normality of distribution of the error terms. We test the

normality assumption using the Lagrange Multiplier Test for the normality of the residuals of

15 For the case of dependent variable being relative performance gap, the Hansen J statistic is 0.591, with a p-value
of 0.4420
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the Probit model and find that the errors are normally distributed. The results are robust to

clustering of standard errors at country level and at indicator level. Some of the indicators in-

cluded in our analysis were added to the MDG framework after 2007, we omit such indicators

from our analysis and our key results holds.

As shown in figure 2 in some of the indicators the data points available were not collected

by national statistical agencies and were estimated or modelled by international agencies. Ro-

bustness checks in the context of estimated or modelled data were done in two ways. Firstly,

the indicator and country pairs for which the proportion of available data were over 50% were

omitted and repeated our analyses. The results are found to be robust to such omissions. Sec-

ondly, we explicitly included the proportion of estimated or modelled data as a covariate in our

analysis and this did not impact the level of significance or the magnitude of impact of the data

gap variable.

Policy formulation is time consuming. Once the performance data indicates and identifies

a problem, it will take time to design new policy interventions to tackle the problem and to

find resources for the same. Hence, it is possible that the impact of present data gap is only

felt in few year from now. In order to respond to this lag effect, we take the data gap for the

period 2000-2006 (instead of data gap for the period 2000 to 2012) and repeat our analyses

(the results are provided in table 15 in appendix. We find that our results holds and, in fact, the

magnitude of the impact of data gap has increased considerably, more than 100 percent in some

cases. This supports our assumption that available performance data takes time to have impact

on the actual performance depending on the time taken to respond to formulate appropriate

policy actions.

6.4 Limitations and Areas for Future Research

Our analysis focuses mostly on the ‘quantity’ of data gap to proxy the quality of the MDG perfor-

mance measurement system, and do not give adequate attention to the ‘quality’ of the available

data which will also determine the overall quality of the performance measurement system.

The impact of quality of data can be integrated into the analysis in future research, through

the use of appropriate indicators of data quality. We restricted our analysis for the period until

2012, mainly of because of data gap in the post-2012 period. It will be worthwhile repeating

this analysis once the final MDG performance reports are released and compiled after 2015. A

seemingly unrelated regression (SURE) estimation strategy could also be applied to this frame-
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work to identify more disaggregated impacts at the indicator level. This research can be further

extended in terms of identifying what other factors influence this relationship between perfor-

mance measurement and actual performance.

We used a pooled cross-section data set in most of our analysis, this was because our ini-

tal analyses rejected fixed effect or random effect specifications (See discussions in section 6).

However, this initial panel data setup did not account for endogeneity and sample selection

bias. Simultaneously accounting for endogeneity bias and sample selection bias within a panel

data set up is not easy. An attempt was made to apply the parametric methodology proposed

by Wooldridge and Semykina [2010]. However, for several of the indicators the data points

available were inadequate for the model to achieve convergence, as a selection equation had to

be run for each indicator separately. Therefore, once more data points becomes available the

analysis may be conducted using the full panel data structure and the merits of panel structure

over pooled data structure may be explored in detail.

The exact mechanism through which these data gap in MDG performance measurement

affect the MDG attainment need to be researched further. This aspect is under-studyed in the

wider policy- literature as well. For instance, Spillane [2012] states that the relations between

data and local decision making are not elaborated or worked out in policy text. Therefore,

future research could be conducted to identify the exact channel of impact of performance

measurement to actual performance. These issues need to be addressed in future elaborations

of this research.

7 Implications for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

The results of this chapter bear strong implications for the SDGs that follows the MDGs. The

primary implication is that of the importance of creating an effective performance measurement

system for the 2030 development agenda. It is important to measure performance in order to

make improvements in performance. SDGs are significantly broader and ambitious than MDGs

and many share the concern that several of the potential targets and indicators of SDGs will be

fuzzy in nature and may not be measured objectively [Vandemoortele, 2014]. The work related

to the SDG indicators is currently underway. But one thing is certain: SDGs would require a far

more elaborate monitoring framework when compared to MDGs, simply because of the sheer

scale and expanded scope of SDGs. Though the MDG framework strengthened the data collec-

tion mechanisms in many developing countries, the MDG monitoring framework is still marred
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with data gap as explained in earlier sections of this chapter. Our analysis further reveals that

these data gap in turn affected the attainment of MDGs in many countries. In order to avoid

the same plight for SDGs, attention needs to be given to create an efficient and effective perfor-

mance monitoring system for SDGs. In March 2016, the UN Statistical Commission endorsed a

global framework of 230 indicators for monitoring progress of SDGs. While these indicators are

being finalised, it is important to simultaneously start deliberations on creating mechanisms to

regularly collect data for these indicators at national and sub-national levels.

Secondly, one of the challenges that we face with MDG performance measurement is that

the base line data of 1990 is missing for many countries. For SDGs 2015 may form the baseline

year and it is important to ensure that mechanisms are put in place to collect baseline data for

all SDG indicators, at the earliest.

Thirdly, the reasons for data gap in MDG framework should be further analysed in detail.

For instance, Sanga [2011] identify a number of factors that hindered the capacity of countries

to measure MDG performance, namely, lack of data on some indicators; data discrepancies be-

tween national and international sources; methodological issues; lack of capacity and statistical

coordination within each National Statistical System (NSS) and between the NSSs and inter-

national organizations. Each of these factors need to be analysed in terms of the readiness for

the post-2015 development agenda. Most importantly, there is a need to strengthen national

statistical systems. The Secretariat of the Partnership in Statistics for Development in the 21st

Century (PARIS21) has produced a roadmap for country-led data revolution, with a special focus

on preparing the NSS in developing countries ready to the needs of the SDGs [PARIS21, 2015].

Fourthly, when exact and measured data is not available from national sources, estimated

and modelled data might play an important role in filling knowledge gaps and help towards

designing interventions. These estimations and modelling were conducted for the MDG moni-

toring through appropriate global collaborations. At the request of the UN Secretary General, an

Independent Expert Advisory Group (IEAG) on a Data Revolution for Sustainable Development,

submitted recommendations in a report titled ‘The World That Counts’ [IEAG, 2014]. This report

makes some very important and practical recommendations to facilitate a Global Partnership for

Sustainable Development Data. Such collaborations need to be harnessed to fill the performance
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measurement data gap regularly. 16

Fifthly, new data sources need to be exploited to continuously provide progress reports on

performance and to fill data gap in a expedited manner. Alkire and Samman [2014] reviews

and evaluates some of the new data sources such as opinion polls ‘big data’, satellite data, call

records, and other digital breadcrumbs. Prydz [2014] provides an overview of technological in-

novation in data collection in developing countries, with a particular focus on those technologies

that enable high-frequency data collection. These studies underscores the need for exploiting

the potential of these new data sources and technology tools to complement traditional data

collection mechanisms, such as household surveys, in fulfilling the data requirement of the post-

2015 development agenda. There is a need to integrate further these new data collection tools

and sources within the national statistical systems.

Sixthly, all this would require resources and earmarked financial resources.SDSN [2015]

gives a broad indication of the scale of resources required to strengthen the statistical capacity

to cater to the needs of the sustainable development goals. The third International Financing

for Development Conference (FFD3), in Addis Ababa in July 2015, looked into the financing

aspects of the post-2015 development agenda, including resources required to create an effec-

tive monitoring and follow-up framework. The outcome document of FFD3 assures financial

resources and technical assistance towards this end. The results of this chapter underlines the

need to identify and earmark financial resources to develop an effective monitoring mechanism

of SDGs by strengthening the NSS and to make the best use of the ‘data revolution’. This will

pay off in the long run as it will enable more impact evaluation, facilitate evidence based policy

making and ultimately lead to performance success in terms of development goals.

Finally, one of the main messages of this chapter is that while it is important to strengthen

national statistical capacities, it is equally important to simultaneously create dedicated systems

that collect, extract, compile and manage data from all available sources for specific develop-

ment programs (such as the MDG or SDG frameworks). The fact that the data gap variable

remains significant in most of our specifications despite inclusion of the measure of overall sta-

tistical capacity provides evidence for this conclusion.

16 This includes, inter alia, creation of a ‘Network of Data Innovation Networks’ to use innovative ways to address
data problems and to develop new tools to make best use of available data, including the potential of big data.
The report identifies four key areas, namely, capacity and resources; principles and standards; governance and
leadership; and technology, innovation and analysis.
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8 Conclusion

This chapter looked into how data gap in performance measurement affected the MDG per-

formance. Using MDG indicators database, the data gap associated with 22 quantifiable MDG

indicators were identified. Performance progress based on these indicators was measured us-

ing six different approaches. The analysis shows that data gap in MDG performance reduces

the probability of MDG performance success and increases the performance gaps (both absolute

and relative). This chapter further provided empirical evidence to the fact that inefficient per-

formance measurement can result in performance failures. This holds true even after controlling

for national level statistical capacity. The chapter derived some key policy implications for the

2030 Sustainable Development Agenda. The key message is that it is important to seriously start

thinking about the performance measurement system associated with SDGs at the initial stages

itself, to lay foundations for effective and evidence-based policy making. This chapter is the first

attempt at empirically evaluating the value of data in the context of international development

goals.
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Table 1: MDG Goals and Targets

MDG Goals and Targets

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

Target 1.A: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people
whose income is less than one dollar a day

Target 1.B: Achieve full and productive employment and decent work
for all, including women and young people

Target 1.C: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people
who suffer from hunger

Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education

Target 2.A: Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls
alike, will be able to complete a full course of primary
schooling

Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women

Target 3.A: Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary ed-
ucation, preferably by 2005, and in all levels of education
no later than 2015

Goal 4: Reduce child mortality

Target 4.A: Reduce by two-thirds, between 1990 and 2015, the
under-five mortality rate

Goal 5: Improve maternal health

Target 5.A: Reduce by three quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the
maternal mortality ratio

Target 5.B: Achieve, by 2015, universal access to reproductive health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases

Target 6.A: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the spread of
HIV/AIDS

Target 6.B: Achieve, by 2010, universal access to treatment for
HIV/AIDS for all those who need it

Target 6.C: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the incidence
of malaria and other major diseases

Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability

Target 7.A: Integrate the principles of sustainable development into
country policies and programmes and reverse the loss of
environmental resources

Target 7.B: Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a significant
reduction in the rate of loss

Target 7.C: Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustain-
able access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation

Target 7.D: By 2020, to have achieved a significant improvement in
the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers

Continued in the next page
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Table 2: MDG Goals and Targets Continued

MDG Goals and Targets

Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development

Target 8.A: Develop further an open, rule-based, predictable, non-
discriminatory trading and financial system
Includes a commitment to good governance, development
and poverty reduction - both nationally and internation-
ally

Target 8.B: Address the special needs of the least developed countries
Includes: tariff and quota free access for the least devel-
oped countries’ exports; enhanced programme of debt re-
lief for heavily indebted poor countries (HIPC) and can-
cellation of official bilateral debt; and more generous
ODA for countries committed to poverty reduction

Target 8.C: Address the special needs of landlocked developing coun-
tries and small island developing States (through the Pro-
gramme of Action for the Sustainable Development of
Small Island Developing States and the outcome of the
twenty-second special session of the General Assembly)

Target 8.D: Deal comprehensively with the debt problems of devel-
oping countries through national and international mea-
sures in order to make debt sustainable in the long term

Target 8.E: In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide
access to affordable essential drugs in developing coun-
tries

Target 8.F: In cooperation with the private sector, make available the
benefits of new technologies, especially information and
communications
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Table 3: MDGs and Quantifiable Targets

Goals Quantifiable Targets

Goal 1 Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Target 1.A: Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people

whose income is less than one dollar a day
Target 1.C Halve, between 1990 and 2015, the proportion of people

who suffer from hunger
Goal 2 Achieve universal primary education
Target 2.A: Ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls

alike, will be able to complete a full course of primary
schooling

Goal 3 Promote gender equality and empower women
Target 3.A: Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary ed-

ucation, preferably by 2005, and in all levels of education
no later than 2015

Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Target 4.A: Reduce by two-thirds, between 1990 and 2015, the

under-five mortality rate
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Target 5.A: Reduce by three quarters, between 1990 and 2015, the

maternal mortality ratio
Target 5.B: Achieve, by 2015, universal access to reproductive health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Target 6.A: Have halted by 2015 and begun to reverse the spread of

HIV/AIDS
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Target 7.B Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a significant

reduction in the rate of loss
Target 7.C: Halve, by 2015, the proportion of people without sustain-

able access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation
Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development

None of the targets are quantifiable for Goal 8
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Table 4: Quantifiable MDG Indicators Used in the Analysis

MDG Indicators

Goal 1 1.1 Proportion of population below $1.25 (PPP) per day
1.2 Poverty gap ratio
1.3 Prevalence of underweight children under-five years of age
1.4 Proportion of population below minimum level of dietary energy consumption
1.5 Employment-to-population ratio
1.6 Proportion of employed people living below $1.25 (PPP) per day

Goal 2 2.1 Net enrolment ratio in primary education
2.2 Proportion of pupils starting grade 1 who reach last grade of primary
2.3 Literacy rate of 15-24 year-olds, women and men

Goal 3 3.1 Gender Parity Index in primary level enrolment
3.2 Gender Parity Index in secondary level enrolment
3.3 Gender Parity Index in tertiary level enrolment

Goal 4 4.1 Under-five mortality rate
4.2 Infant mortality rate

Goal 5 5.1 Maternal mortality ratio
5.2 Antenatal care coverage (at least one visit)
5.2 Antenatal care coverage (at least four visits)
5.3 Unmet need for family planning

Goal 6 6.1 HIV prevalence among population aged 15-49 years
Goal 7 7.1 Proportion of land area covered by forest

7.2 Proportion of population using an improved drinking water source
7.3 Proportion of population using an improved sanitation facility

Table 5: Overview of data gap in MDG Performance Measurement, 2000-12

MDG data gap in Performance Measurement

(Range 0 to 13)

(< 5) (5 >& <10) (10 > & <13)

1 11.58% 12.43% 75.99%
2 29.94% 20.76% 49.29%
3 62.71% 14.69% 22.60%
4 82.63% 0.00% 17.37%
5 0.21% 30.93% 68.86%
6 25.00% 0.00% 75.00%
7 58.33% 32.06% 9.60%
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Figure 1: Overview of data gap in MDG Performance Measurement
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Table 6: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Performance Dummy 1445 0.428374 0.495014 0 1
Performance Gap 1743 5.548497 15.10994 -50 100
Dummy( rate of progress post-2000 vs rate of progress pre-2000) 1517 .381 .4859 0 1
Dummy( AARR post-2000 vs AARR pre-2000) 656 .586 .492 0 1
Performance Index 303 .762 1.11 -13.55 4.19
Relative Performance Gap 1743 0.013553 0.97799 -5.28373 5.618526
Data gap post-MDG 5127 0.002542 0.998389 -5.83849 4.492894
Normalized Data gap pre-MDG 5127 0.001723 0.997306 -7.10828 4.492894
Data gap post-MDG 5127 8.160133 5.332443 0 13
Data gap pre-MDG 5127 6.842403 3.948228 0 10
Base Line Data Missing 5127 0.723425 0.447348 0 1
Statistical Capacity Index 3242 65.02608 16.66849 23.93939 94.44444
Electricity Access (%) 4555 73.36732 31.95602 0.8 100
Tax Revenue (% of GDP) 3701 18.63531 11.25909 0.020595 62.91546
Health Expenditure ( % of GDP) 4116 6.457485 2.554189 2.068445 18.04439
Public Health Expenditure (% of GDP) 3763 4.641766 1.963763 0.6202 13.07351
Net ODA total (millions) 4577 5.570637 9.481865 -1.67737 74.64549
Total Population 4577 0.031436 0.124163 9.69E-06 1.309265
Gini coefficient 3090 39.90343 9.111138 23.095 64.3
GNI per capita (2005 constant prices) 4248 11.26153 17.91583 0.147813 126.5994
Squared GNI per capita (2005 constant prices) 4248 0.447724 1.461794 2.18E-05 16.02741
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Table 7: Preliminary Results: OLS and Probit Estimations

Dependent Variables

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

Data Gap .077 .627 -.044** -.557*** -.045*** -.056*
(.051) (.092) (.01) (.11) (.015) (.031)

Pseudo R2 .304 .372 .11 .10 .12 .11
N 1049 712 871 771 369 158

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively

All specifications include the following covariates: electricity access, Tax Revenue (% GDP), Health Expenditure (% GDP), Public Education
Expenditure (% of GDP), Net ODA , Population, Gini Coefficient, GNI per capita, GNI per capita squared
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Table 8: Preliminary Results : Probit Estimation Results

Dependent variable : MDG Performance Dummy (Rate Achieved vs Rate Required)

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) margins

Data Gap -0.020** -0.024** -0.033** -0.036** -0.044** -0.044** -.016***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010) (0.012) (.004)

Electricity Access 0.011** 0.011** 0.009** 0.008** 0.007** .002**
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (.001)

Tax Revenue (% GDP) 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.008 .003
(0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (.002)

Health Expenditure (% GDP) 0.000 -0.003 0.005 0.003 .001
(0.020) (0.020) (0.023) (0.024) (.008)

Public Education Expenditure (% of GDP) 0.024 0.053* 0.067** 0.081** .03 ***
(0.028) (0.029) (0.029) (0.028) (.01)

Net ODA 0.009 0.006 0.001 0.001 .000
(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (.003)

Population -0.185 -0.135 -0.157 -.05
(0.254) (0.298) (0.342) (.12)

Gini Coefficient -0.023** -0.019** -0.011 -.004
(0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (.002)

GNI per capita 0.014 -0.086 -.03
(0.015) (0.080) .03

GNI per capita squared -0.272 8.758 3.29
(0.268) (6.172) (2.33)

GNI per capita growth 0.077** 0.093** .03***
(0.024) (0.025) (.009)

Statistical capacity 0.014** .005**
(0.007) (.002)

Constant -0.110* -0.936** -1.127** -0.070 -0.546 -1.591**
(0.057) (0.132) (0.227) (0.359) (0.375) (0.552)

Pseudo R2

N 1455 1408 1152 971 871 723 723

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
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Table 9: Instrumental Variable Estimation

Dependent Variables

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

Data Gap .286** -.073*** -.042** -.545*** -.063*** -.114***
(.14) (.024) (.013) (.12) (.015) (.041)

N 887 587 723 771 369 158

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively

All specifications include the following covariates: electricity access, Tax Revenue (% GDP), Health Expenditure (% GDP), Public Education
Expenditure (% of GDP), Net ODA , Population, Gini Coefficient, GNI per capita, GNI per capita squared
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Table 10: Summary of Main Results: Combining Instrumental Variable Estimation and Heckman Correction

Dependent Variables

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

Data Gap .273** -.147** -.06** -.857*** -.064 *** -.244***
(.125) (.096) (.012) (.11) (.015) (.092)

IMR .058 1.63** 1.27**
(.067) ( .93) (.569)

N 887 587 723 771 369 158

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
All specifications include the following covariates: electricity access, Tax Revenue (% GDP), Health Expenditure (% GDP), Public Education
Expenditure (% of GDP), Net ODA , Population, Gini Coefficient, GNI per capita, GNI per capita squared
In cases where the inverse mills ratio (IMR) is found to be statistically significant, bootstratpped standard errors are reported to account for the
generated regressors
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Table 11: Detailed Main Results: Combining Instrumental Variable Estimation and Heckman Correction

Performance Measure : MDG Performance Dummy = 1(RateAchieved ≥ RateRequired)

IV 2SLS First Stage Heckman Selection First Stage IV+ Heckman Probit Marginal Effect

Data Gap Selection Dummy MDP Performance Dummy MDG Performance Dummy

Data Gap -0.06*** -0.02***
(0.012) (0.002)

pre-MDG Data Gap 1.09***
(.015)

Baseline Data Missing -2.21***
(.07)

Statistical Capacity -.010** .002 0.013** 0.004***
(.005) ( .004) (0.006) (0.001)

Electricity Access (%) .001 -.003 0.006** 0.002**
(.002) (.001) (0.002) (0.0001)

Tax Revenue (% GDP) .008 .002 0.007 0.002
(.005) (.004) (0.006) (0.001)

Health Expenditure (% GDP) .009 -.015 0.001 0.0004
(.024) (.019) (0.029) (0.0009)

Public Education Expenditure (% of GDP) .033 -.007 0.079** 0.02**
(.027) .021 (0.032) (0.01)

Net ODA -.008 .008 0.001 0.0003
(.010) (.005) (0.008) (0.002)

Population .143 -.595* -0.176 -0.055
(.308) (.339) (0.481) (0.151)

Gini Coefficient -.008 -.001 -0.011 -0.003
( .007) (.005) (0.007) (0.002)

GNI per capita -.002 .034 -0.076 -0.02
(.074) (.054) (0.079) (0.02)

GNI per capita squared -1.33 -1.44 8.55 2.69
(5.56) (4.63) (6.80) (2.15)

GNI per capita growth -.020 0.01 0.089*** 0.028***
(.019) (.013) (0.022) (0.007)

Constant .784 .98*** -1.67***
(.567) (.378) (0.535)

Number of observations 723 723 723 723

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
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Table 12: Detailed Main Results: Combining Instrumental Variable Estimation and Heckman Correction

Performance Measure : Relative Performance Gap

Heckman Selection IV2SLS First Stage IV 2SLS

Selection Dummy Data Gap Relative Performance Gap

Data Gap 0.27***
(0.124)

pre-MDG Data Gap 0.409***
(0.025)

Baseline Data Missing -1.676*** .642
(0.067) (.961)

Statisticalcapacity 0.002 -0.008** -0.01***
(0.004) (0.002) (0.004)

Electricity access 0.000 0.001 -0.01***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Tax Revenue (% GDP) 0.004 0.004** 0.002
(0.004) (0.002) (0.005)

Health Expenditure (% GDP) -0.022 -0.017 0.01
(0.018) (0.010) (0.023)

Education Expense (% GDP) -0.018 0.022** -0.049*
(0.019) (0.009) (0.027)

Net ODA total 0.005 0.001 0.004
(0.005) (0.003) (0.006)

Population -0.839** 0.439** -0.08
(0.318) (0.131) (0.286)

Gini Coefficient -0.006 -0.001 -0.003
(0.005) (0.002) (0.004)

GNI p.c -0.009 -0.032 0.002
(0.047) (0.026) (0.037)

Squared GNI p.c. 1.412 0.574 -2.07
(3.948) (2.049) (2.888)

GNI p.c growth rate 0.007 -0.016** -0.038***
(0.012) (0.006) (0.015)

Inverse Mills Ratio -0.082** 0.05
(0.029) (0.066)

Constant 1.136** 0.313* 2.35***
(0.334) (0.181) (0.329)

R2 0.219 0.286
N 2090 887 887

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
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Table 13: Robustness Checks: Country Fixed Effects IV 2sls Estimations

First Stage Estimation

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

pre-MDG

Data Gap

0.43*** 0.977*** 1.1*** 1.12*** 1.22*** 0.606***

(0.029) (0.019) (0.014) (0.13) (0.014) (0.09)
R2 0.214 0.74 0.903 0.91 0.961 0.42

Second Stage Estimation

Data Gap 0.4*** -0.286*** -0.013*** -0.005 -0.017*** -0.069***
(0.1) (0.05) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)

N 887 958 723 771 369 158

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Table 14: Robustness Checks: Alternate IV estimation

First Stage Estimation

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

Mean Data

Gap

1.015*** 0.994*** 0.985*** 1.12*** 0.942*** 0.665***

(0.02) (0.029) (0.017) (0.13) (0.029) (0.078)
R2 0.704 0.84 0.469

Second Stage Estimation

Data Gap 0.241** -0.08*** -0.041*** 0.035 -0.073*** -0.045
(0.122) (0.023) (0.014) (0.012) (0.018) (0.041)

N 887 587 723 771 369 158

The IV used in this table is the world average of the data gap of each indicator for the period 2000-2013
Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Figure 2: Percentage of Estimated or Modeled Data in the Sample, 2000-12
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Table 15: Robustness Checks: Lag Effects

Combining Instrumental Variable Estimation and Heckman Correction
Dependent Variables

Relative Perfor-
mance Gap

Actual Rate of
Performance
post-2000

Dummy =
1(RateAchieved ≥

RateRequired)

Dummy =
1(Rateofprogresspost−2000 ≥

rateofprogresspre−2000)

Dummy =
1(AARRpost−2000 ≥

AARR1990−2000)

Performance
Index (based
on deviation
from historical
transition path)

DataGaplagged .55** -.291** -.155** -.952*** -.145 *** -.612***
(.279) (.097) (.032) (.26) (.035) (.323)

IMR .01 1.34** .461
(.07 ( .57) (.363)

N 887 587 723 771 369 158

Robust standard errors clustered at national level in parenthesis
*, **, *** indicate 10%, 5% and 1 % level of significance respectively
All specifications include the following covariates: electricity access, Tax Revenue (% GDP), Health Expenditure (% GDP), Public Education
Expenditure (% of GDP), Net ODA , Population, Gini Coefficient, GNI per capita, GNI per capita squared
In cases where the inverse mills ratio (IMR) is found to be statistically significant, bootstratpped standard errors are reported to account for the
generated regressors
AARR is calculated only for six indicators and Performance Index is calculated only for three indicators, as explained in the data section
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Figure 3: S-shaped historical transition path of under-5 mortality rates 1960-2009, source:
Klasen and Lange [2011]
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Figure 4: S-shaped historical transition path of ratio of male to female gross enrolment ratio in
secondary education 1970-2009, source: Klasen and Lange [2011]
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Figure 5: S-shaped historical transition path of primary completion rates, 1970-2009, source:
Klasen and Lange [2011]
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